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ABSTRACT 

Squeeze casting process is a special casting process by which net or near net shaped 

components can be formed from the molten metal.  The products   made  out  by  squeeze  

casting  have  better  properties  than  the components made out by pressure die casting process.  

Detailed experiments have been carried out for optimizing process parameters for LM6 Al-Si 

alloy castings made out by squeeze casting process.  Experiments were carried out to evaluate 

mechanical properties of the squeeze casting of LM6 Al-Si alloy. There   are    number   of  

process   parameters  generally  controlled   for  the soundness and quality of the squeeze cast 

components.   Among the various process parameters three major process  parameters viz., 

Squeeze pressure, die preheating temperature and the die material were selected at  four levels. 

Statistical design of experiments using Taguchi's Orthogonal Array technique was utilized for 

the experiment.    

 A full scale of experimentation requiring 64 experiments was reduced to 16 experiments 

with no decrease in information. The ultimate tensile strength, hardness, °A of elongation and 

the solidification time of the samples were evaluated.    The interactions between the squeeze 

pressure and die preheating temperature, squeeze pressure, and die materials and preheating 

temperature and die materials were considered.   The analysis of variance revealed that the 

parameters such as squeeze pressure and die preheating  temperature  and  die  materials  

influence  and  contribute  to  the maximum for better mechanical properties.  The statistical 

analysis resulted in optimum factor combination of casting LM6 Aluminium alloy a die 

preheating temperature   of   Room   temperature (34°C)   and   a   Squeeze   Pressure   of 

141.47 1\l/rnm2 and Die Material as Copper as the best for obtaining maximum mechanical  

properties for cylindrical components  made by squeeze casting which was confirmed by a real 

time experimental work . 

Keywords: Squeeze Casting, Rapid Solidification Process, Thermocouples, Ultimate 

tensile Strength, Percentage Elongation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Metal Casting Process  

Casting  process is  based on the property of a liquid to take up shape of the vessel containing it. 

Molten metal poured into a mold flows into the corners and fills all the voids  When metal 

solidifies it takes the shape of the mold but not the same because solid being denser there is a 

reduction of volume (2%  to  9%).  For obtaining  correct dimensions,  provisions need to be 

made for compensating the shrinkage of metal. Castings are one of the most versatile forms of 

mechanical processes for producing components because there is no limit to the size, shape and 

intricacy  of  the  articles  that  can  be  produced  by  casting.  It  offers  one  of the cheapest  

methods  and  gives  high  strength  and  rigidity  even  to  intricate  parts which are difficult to 

produce by other methods of manufacturing. One of the most attractive features of casting is its 

ability to form any shape in one operation.  

In last few years, the awareness about energy saving, especially after the oil crisis has 

compelled the engineering industries to replace heavy components of steel and cast iron by 

lighter metals like Aluminium and its alloy. The material has several advantages such as high 

strength to weight ratio, better corrosion resistance, better thermal conductivity, high 

reflectivity etc. over  other  materials.  The  components of  engineering  materials  are  

generally manufactured  by  various  conventional  methods  such  as  casting,  mechanical 

working,   machining   etc.   Adapting  progressing  techniques  such  as  squeeze casting can 

reduce the production cost of components. 

In this research work an attempt it made to produce LM6 — Aluminium alloy casting  using  

the squeeze casting  process. An experimental setup is designed and fabricated and several 

castings were made. The mechanical properties have been found for the casting made and 

compared with the parameters like squeeze pressure, preheating temperature and die material. It 

is well known that the structures of castings are closely related to their cooling rate during 

solidification.  During solidification of the casting in the mold, an  interfacial  heat  resistance  

exists  between  the  casting  and  the  mold.   

This thermal resistance is significant in comparison with the resistance offered by the mold 

itself in the case of sand castings. But for casting made in metallic moulds, the  casting-mold  

interface  resistance  can  become the controlling  parameter in heat flow formulations. This 

interface resistance depends on the time of start of formation of air gap with time.  Immediately 

after the pouring of liquid metal into the metallic mold, the solidified shell contracts along the 

die wall and there will be no  longer  be  any  intimate  contact  across  the  uneven  interface,  

because  the distance between two given points in the solidified shell will be shorter than the 

corresponding   distance   on   the  die  wall.   Due  to  this  heat  transfer  reduced drastically. 

At this stage of solidification, a small pressure is sufficient to press the solidified  shell  pulling  

itself out of engagement with the unevenness in the die wall.  

Accordingly,    it can be considered that the heat transfer from the casting to the  mold   is   

mainly  controlled  by  the  mold  casting  interface.  In  the  case  of squeeze  casting  process,  

a  process  in  which  pressure  is  applied  during  the solidification, the contact thermal 

resistance is decreased by pressure and almost an ideal contact is accomplished.  In this 

research work, experiments have been conducted to determine the cause  for  the   improvement  

in  mechanical  properties  of  squeeze  cast  LM6 Aluminium   alloy.    Experiments  have  

been  carried  out  with  four  different  die materials viz.,  Die  steel,  Copper,  Cast iron  and  

Stainless  steel.  Investigations revealed that the interfacial thermal resistance between the cast 

metal and mold decrease  with  increase  in  squeeze  pressure.  As  a  consequence,  there  is  a 
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marked  decrease  in  solidification  time  and  increase  in  tensile  strength,  yield strength and 

hardness.  

1.2.  Solidification  

The   mechanism   of  solidification  of  metal  and  alloy  and  its  control  for obtaining sound 

casting is the most important problem of foundrymen .As soon as the molten metal is poured in 

a sand mold the process of solidification starts. A  metal  is  molten  condition  possess  high  

energy  .As  the  metal  cools  it loses energy to from crystals. Since the heat loses is more rapid 

near mould walls tan ay other place, the sub microscopic metal crystallites called nuclei from 

here. The formed nuclei tend to grow at the second stage of solidification .the crystal growth 

proceeds with release of energy at crystal —metal interface.  The  crystal  growth  occurs  in  a 

dendritic manner.  Dendritic growth takes place  by  the  evaluation  of  small  arms  on  the  

original  branches  of individual dendrites.   These  solid  dendrites  give  rise  to  grain   .slow  

cooling  makes  the dendrites to grow long whereas fast cooling causes short dendrite growth 

since eventually dendrites becomes grain, slow cooling result in large grain structure and fast 

cooling in small grain structure in the solidified metal. As the solidification proceeds more and 

more arms grow on an existing dendrite and also more and more dendrite form until the metal is 

crystallized. Pure metal melt and solidify at a single temperature which may be turned as  

melting  point or freezing  point.  Whereas  for  in  pure  metal  and  alloys  the freezing 

temperature is different from that of a pure metal. 

 

Figure 1 Solidification Curve for Pure metal 

 

Figure 2 Solidification Curve for  an Alloy 
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Figure 3 Solidification of Casting in Sand and Metal Mould 

From the figure,  it can be noted that in the case of the sand mould, the extraction of heat is 

considerably slower as compared to metal mould, If heat is extracted quickly then a narrow 

mushy zone quickly sweeps through the cooling metal, but heat is slowly extracted then mushy 

zone may extend throughout the casting  

1.2.1. Rate of Solidification  

In order find the rate of solidification it is essential to have an idea of the time  taken  by  the  

casting  to  solidify.  The  heat  rejected  by  a  liquid  metal  is dissipated   by   the   mould   

wall,   and   various   layer  and  temperature  gradient encountered in general case are shown in 

fig in actual practice, the solidification process  is  quite  complicated  due  to  complex  

geometry,  freezing  of alloys  & temperature dependent thermal properties. 

 

Figure 4 Rate of Solidification 
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1.3. Problem Definition 

As molten metal is poured into a metallic mold, the liquid metal meets the mold wall along the 

mold-metal interface. If one considers what is happening on solidification in a metallic mold 

when no pressure is applied, the events can be divided into three phases.  
 

• Liquid metal in contact with the mold coating, the heat transfer is high. 

• Solidified metal in contact with the mold coating, probably some reduction in heat transfer, but 

the metal is still in good contact with all unevenness in the mold coating.  

• The solidified shell contacts along the die wall and there will no longer be  any intimate  contact 

across the uneven interface.  Because the distance between two given points in the solidified 

shell will  be shorten than the corresponding distance on the mold wall. This is shown in  Fig 2.1. 

The heat transfer is reduced drastically.  

 

Figure 5 Air Gap Formation on Solidification Schemtically 

As described above under the squeeze casting process, the pressure is applied during 

solidification presses the solidified shell against the die wall and reduces the air gap which 

inurn increases the rate of heat removal of heat from the solidifying metal. Due to rapid 

solidification, fine grain structure will be formed thus improving the mechanical properties of 

the castings made under squeeze casting process.  

1.4.   Squeeze Casting Process  

Squeeze casting process, a combination of gravity die casting and closed die forging, uses the 

technique by which molten metal solidifies under pressure within closed  die  halves.  The  

applied  pressure  helps  in  making  the solidifying metal  an  intimate  contact with  the  mold  

metal  which  produces  a     rapid heat transfer   condition   that  yield   a   pore  free,   grained   

casting   with   mechanical properties  approaching those of a wrought product.  

Squeeze   casting  was  introduced  in  the  United  States  by  the  group technology  

Centre.  There  are  also  some  investigations  carried  out  in  Russia, Germany,  Japan,  and  

India.  This  process  though  not very  popular,  is  slowly picking up moment. In recent year, 

squeeze casting has found some production application in the United States, UK and Japan for 

aluminum alloys and metal matrix composites.  

The squeeze casting technique is still in the experimental stage in India. The  rapid  

expansion  of  automotive  and  aerospace  sectors,  the  demand  for superior engineering 

components is expected to increase in course of time and squeeze casting has the potential and 

it'll play an important role to improve the quality of the engineering products.  
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1.5.  Squeeze Casting Methodology  

The squeeze castings process has a number of variations, but in essence consists of the 

following steps.  

• Both the bottom and top die are mounted in a hydraulic press. One of the dies is kept     

stationary, while the other one is movable, generally dies are made of hot die steel.  

• A  measured  quantity  of liquid  metal  is  poured  into  the  preheated  die cavity places 

on the bed of the press.  

• The press is activated, and punch and the bottom die are brought together. There may be 

some initial cooling of molten metal before the application of pressure.  In the 

beginning,  the pressure causes the displacement of the liquid or semi-solid metals and 

the die cavity defined by each corner of the die.  Once  the  cavity  has  been  filled;  

then  the  pressure  builds  up.  The pressure must be applied as early as possible after 

the pouring, so as to minimize pressure free solidification.  

• A predetermined constant pressure is applied till the end of Solidification. The  pressure 

forces the  metal  into intimate contact with the die surface and result in reproducing the 

fine details of the die cavity.  Pressure also helps to increase the heat flow rate as well 

eliminates gas related macro and micro discontinuities.  

• The punch is withdrawn, and casting is ejected out from the die cavity. The above steps 

are shown schematically in Fig.3.1.  
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Figure 6 Steps in Squeeze Casting process 

1.6. Concept Behind the Squeeze Casting  

Applying pressure over the molten metal has influence on the solidification of metal the 

solidification affects the properties of the casting because a casting acquires its microstructure, 

which is determined during solidification.  

The microstructure consists of  

1) Grain size, shape, and orientation. 

2) Distribution of alloy elements 

3) Underlying crystal structure and its imperfections. 

Besides   structure,   the   soundness  of  casting   also  depends   upon  the Solidification 

mechanism. For any casting component, time required for phase change,(liquid phase to solid 

phase)  plays an important role to acquire the required property. This phase  change  is  

obtained  by transferring  of heat from  the  liquid  metal  to the mould. But in any casting 

Process, contact between the liquid metal & the mould is separated by coating Materials & 

roughness of the mould.  

The coating  materials and  roughness of the mould & casting acts as a heat transfer 

resistance. As  a  result  of this  resistance,  solidification  time  for  casting  increases, reducing    

properties    of   the   castings,    leading  to  poor  surface  finish,   less dimensional  accuracy,  

coarse  grain  structure  of the  casting,  etc.  So  the  heat transfer resistance has to be nullified 

or at least reduced. To obtain this, a high pressure is maintained until solidification. This 

pressure in. turn reduces the heat transfer resistance,  improving  mechanical  properties,  also  

leading to excellent surface finish, refined grain structure.  

1.7.  Process Variables  

Effective  squeeze  casting  depends  upon  the  satisfactory control  of key process    

parameters.    Product   quality   and    production   economics   are    both influenced  by the  

interrelated functioning of critical parameters including  metal temperature  specific  pressure  

level,  time  under pressure,  die  design  and  die coatings.  

Although specific and relative values of relevant parameters vary with the nature  of each  

application,  values  appropriate  to  Aluminium  casting  can  be stated. A specific pressure of 0 

to 141.47N/mm2 is applied to metal poured at or below the normal casting temperature for the 

alloy. Cycle time is depended upon the  part  configuration  and  tolerances, necessary die  

movements,  die  cooling employed, press characteristics and alloy, but can be expected to be 

under 1 min for small and medium sized (1 to 5 kg)  components. Operating die temperature 

must  strike  a  balance  between  the  need  for  the  sufficient  heat  to  prevent premature 
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solidification and prevention of soldering between the component and die which can be 

pronounced at about 350°c.  Die design and coating are key factors in successful operation.  

1.8.  Advantages and Disadvantages of Squeeze Casting 

  Advantages  

• Ability to produce parts with complex profiles and thin sections beyond the 

capability of  conventional casting and forging techniques.  

• Substantial improvement in material yields because of elimination of gating and 

feeding systems. 

• Ability to use both cast and wrought compositions. 

• Improvements   in   product  quality  in  regard  to  surface  finish, dimensional 

accuracy.  

• Castings may be heat-treated. Complete elimination of shrinkage and/or gas 

Porosity. 

• Potential for using cheaper recycled material without the loss of properties.  

• that would occur with other process.  

• The potential for increased productivity in comparison with gravity die casting or 

low pressure die casting. 

• Suitable for production of cast composite material 

• Improved mechanical properties. 

Disadvantages  

• High capital cost  

• Relatively low life for the die.  

• Shape complexity limitations.  

• An accurate metal metering system is required.  

1.9.  Application of Squeeze Casting  

The micro structural refinement and integrity of squeeze cast products are desirable for many 

applications. As the squeeze casting process generates the highest    mechanical    properties    

attainable    in    a    cast  product  it  has  been successfully applied to a variety of ferrous and 

non-ferrous alloys in traditionally cast and wrought compositions.  

Applications include Aluminium alloy pistons for engines and disk brakes, automotive  

wheels,  truck  hubs,  barrel  heads  and  hubbed  flanges,  Brass  and Bronze bushings and 

gears, steel missile components, differential piston gears. Recently this process has also been 

adopted to make composite materials at  an  affordable  cost.  The  technological  breakthrough  

of manufacturing metal ceramic composites, along with the ability to make complex parts by a 

near net shape squeeze casting  process suggests that this process will find application where 

cost considerations and physical properties of alloys are key factors.  

1.10.  Benefits of Squeeze Casting Process  

By improving the squeeze casting process new option will be available to the casting industries 

for producing the complex, lightweight Aluminium parts that are increasingly demanded in 

competitive markets such as that for automotive components.  This  will  result  in  melted  

energy  saving  due  to  the  lower  melt temperature     for     Aluminium    verses    alternative    

metals.    Improving    current knowledge of the squeeze casting process also will reduce scrap 

by an estimated 15% in addition a significant reduction in solid waste dust will result in 

conversion to the squeeze casting process.  
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Review of literature  reveals  that a  number of investigations  have  been carried out in the past 

in squeeze casting using different non-ferrous alloys.  

[1] Prof.   S.Seshan  published  a  paper  on  "SQUEEZE  CASTING  PRESENT STATUS 

AND FUTURE TRENDS". In this paper, various process parameters such as effect of 

pressure on solidification are discussed. A variety of squeeze cast using Copper, 

Aluminium, Zinc alloys are tested.  From that, whatever be the  alloy  squeeze  casting  

reports  best  properties  compare  to  other casting methods including extrusion process. 

Properties of Aluminium bronze are also tested  at high temperatures.  Finally, he reported 

that,  squeeze casting is the most  economical  route  over  others  for  the  production  of 

composite  (MMC) materials. This is from "Indian foundry journal", June 1996. In the 

reference 

[2] "SQUEEZE CASTING OF ALUMINIUM AND ITS ALLOYS", Kunal Basu et al 

noticed that, application of pressure in the case, of squeeze casting increases  

solubility of gas in the metal, there by reduced gas related porosity. And also, fine 

equiaxed grain structure is formed due to the synergetic action of under cooling 

below the equilibrium solidification temperature and a rapid  rate  of heat  

extraction,  which  causes  extensive  nucleation.  They also concluded the 

following:  

• This process is able to produce sound casting with good surface finish closely mirroring 

that of inner surface.  

• The  temperature  of molten  metal  at the  time  of pressure application should just 

above the liquids. 

• Uniform as well as slightly increased hardness value across the cross section of squeeze 

cast sample may be useful to verify, whether sample is properly squeezed or not.  

[3] Dr.S.V.Sambasivam and A.Syed Abu Thaheer have published a paper on "SQUEEZE 

CASTING -INFLUENCE OF SQUEEZE PRESSURE ON DAS AND OTHER RELATED 

PROPERTIES". In their paper, they discussed the influence of  squeeze   pressure  on   

mechanical  properties  and  influence  of  DAS  on mechanical  properties.  They formed  

some  (mathematical)  relation for B.H.N, U.T.S, %E and F.S. (Fatigue Strength) in terms of 

DAS. From that, the following points are observed,  

• DAS which  is the distance between the adjoining arms of dendrites  

•  DAS decreases with increase in squeeze pressure  

• Decrease in DAS improves mechanical properties.  

• Hardness,  UTS, and Ductility has increased with increase in squeeze pressure.  

 

[4] Mr.Y.Nishida and H.Mastsubara in their paper "EFFECT OF PPRESSURE ON  HEAT 

TRANSFER AT THE  METAL  MOULD  CASTING  INTERFACE" have told that 

because of pressure, the ideal contact takes place between the molten metal and the die. 

They noticed that because of pressure,  

•   A sharp change is encountered in the heat transfer,  

•   Shifting of melting point results under high pressure  

•   Thermal resistance decreases under load.  

 

[5] S.Chatterjee & A.A.Das discussed the "EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ON THE 

SOLIDIFICATION OF SOME COMMERCIAL ALUMINIUM -BASE CASTING 

ALLOYS".  In that paper, they mentioned that the solubility of gas increases because of the 

pressure tightness. They developed a two-stage gravity die casting process. In the first stage 

the metal is transferred to the die and in the second  stage,  a  high  pressure is applied  
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subsequently.  They encountered that, this method improves the soundness and dimensional 

accuracy of the casting. It is observed that because of pressure, the metal is pressed tightly 

against the mould walls and the air gap  is almost eliminated.  

• The liquids temperature of the melt increases.  

• From the two points, as steep temperature gradient exists, which leads to increase in 

rate of heat abstraction and grain refinement.  

• Applied pressure is expected to improve wetting of the substrate by the liquid   

metal   by  affecting  the  overall  force  balance  existing  at  the interfaces.  

[6] From the experiment conducted by D.L.ZHANG and et al. Squeeze casting is the more 

advantageous compared with conventional casting routes such as sand  and  investment 

casting for the preparation of metal  matrix composites. Because  the  fluidity  of the  MMC  

is  low compared  to  monolithic  Aluminium alloys.  Low fluidity  is  enough  for squeeze 

casting  technique,  because  metal does not flow into the runners and ingates, in other 

castings like sand castings. 

[7] Dr.S.V.Sambasivam and A.Rannesh have published a paper on EFFECT OF PRESSURE   

ON    HEAT   TRANSFER   DURING   SOLIDIFICATION   OF   LM6 ALUMINIUM  

ALLOY  IN  SQUEEZE  CASTING  PROCESS.  In  this  paper  the experiments were 

conducted at squeeze pressures of 0 N/mm2, 53 N/mm2, 70.7 N/mm2, 106.1N/mm2. This has    

been    repeated    for    different    preheating temperature   of 150°c,250°c,300°c.Finally,   

they   reported   the   following observation.  

• For a particular squeeze pressure when the preheating temperature is increased the 

values of ultimate tensile strength, ductility and hardness values decreases.  

• Solidification time decreases as the pressure increases. This is true for all preheating 

temperature.  

• Thermal  resistance  between  mould  and  casting  decreases  with  the increase in 

pressure. 

• The mechanical properties increase when resistance decreases. 

• For a particular pressure the solidification time increases with increase in preheating 

temperature. 

 

3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Taguchi's Orthogonal Array Technique  

Delivering reliable, high quality products at low cost has become the key for survival in today's 

global economy.    Driven by the need to compete on cost and    performance,    many   qualities   

conscious   organizations    are   increasingly focusing on the optimization of product design.    

This reflects the realization that quality cannot be achieved economically through inspection 

alone    Designing-in quality  is  cheaper  than  trying  to  inspect  and  re-engineer  produce  

after  it  is manufactured  or worse,  after it  reaches  the customer (Raniith  K   Roy. 1990) 

Thus,   new   philosophy,   technology   and   advanced   statistical   tools   must  be employed 

for design of high-quality products at low cost. 

Since  the  late 1950s,  Dr   Genichi  Taguchi  has  introduced  several  new statistical tools 

and concepts of quality improvement that depend heavily on the statistical   theory   for  design  

of  experiments (Philip  J     Ross, 1996) These methods of design optimization developed by 

Dr  Taguchi are also referred to as robust design.     The  robust design method  provides a 

systematic  and efficient approach for finding the near-optimum combination of design 

parameters, so that the product is functional, exhibits a high level of performance, and is robust 
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to noise factors.    Noise factors are those parameters that are uncontrollable or are too 

expensive to control.  

This  work  deals  with  process  parameter  optimization  of  squeeze  cast process  of  LM6  

Aluminium  alloy  using  Taguchi's  orthogonal  array  technique. This   technique   is   used  to  

optimize  the  process   parameters  that  influence improvement  of  mechanical  properties  

viz.,  UTS (Ultimate  Tensile  Strength), BHN (Brinell hardness Number), To of Elongation and 

Solidification time.  Three process parameters viz., die materials, die preheating temperature, 

squeeze pressure and identified.  

These three parameters are considered in four levels. For this,  L16  (54) orthogonal array is 

selected.   Based on the L16  (54)  array sixteen trials are made. From this experimental data,  

analysis  is  made to optimize the  process.    Here simultaneous optimization techniques are 

used for multiple objective functions.  

3.2. Methodology Adopted  

The    various    parameters    that    influence    improvement  of  mechanical properties viz., 

UTS (Ultimate Tensile Strength), BHN (Brinell hardness Number),  % of elongation & 

solidification time are identified. A feasibility study is carried out to find out the possibility of 

varying the parameters for experimentation.   Levels are assigned to the parameters selected and 

an orthogonal array of experiments is designed using Taguchi's technique.  

This experimentation focuses on the selection of optimum  levels of the controllable design 

parameters such that the system is functional and exhibits a high level of performance under a 

wide range of conditions.    Experiments were conducted and data were collected.  

Signal to noise ratio analysis is performed to determine the optimum level of the selected 

parameters. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is carried out to find out the degree of influence of 

the parameters on the mechanical properties of the squeeze casting components.  

3.3. Design of Experiment and Using Taguchi's Method  

The technique of defining and investigating all possible conditions in an experiment involving 

multiple factors is known as the design of experiments.  It is also called factorial design 

(Ranjith K. Roy, 1990, Philip J Ross,  1996, Otto K.N., 1993).  

3.3.1. Taguchi's Method  

Taguchi   developed   methods   to   optimize   the   process  of  engineering experimentation   

which are known as the Taguchi  methods.    This is a concept that  has  produced  a  unique  

and  powerful  quality  improvement  discipline  that differs from  traditional  practices.  The 

Taguchi  approach  has  been  successfully applied  in  several  industries,  which  has  

completely  changed  their  outlook  on quality control. To  achieve  desirable  product quality 

by design Taguchi  recommends  a three-stage process (Ranjith K.Roy, 1990).  

• System Design 

• Parameter Design 

• Tolerance Design  

The focus of the system design is on determining suitable working levels of design  factors.  

It  includes  designing  and  testing  a  system  based  on  the designer's    judgments     on     

part,     product/process     parameters    and     current technology. System design helps to 

identify the working levels of different factors Parameter  design  is  essential  to  produce  the  

best  results  of  processes  and products  under  study (Madhay.S.   Phadke,1986).  The  

optimum  condition  is selected so that the influence of the uncontrolled factor causes minimum 

variation of system  performance.     Tolerance  design  is  used  to  fine-tune  the  results  of 
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parameter design  by tightening  the  tolerance  of factors,  which  has  significant influence on 

the product.  

3.3.2. Orthogonal Array  

Taguchi    constructed    a  special   set   of   general   designs   for  factorial experiment that 

consists of orthogonal arrays.   The use of these arrays helps to determine the least number of 

experiments  needed for a given set of factors. The orthogonal arrays provide a satisfactory 

solution for several situations. When a fixed number of levels for all factors are involved and 

the interactions are unimportant, standard orthogonal arrays satisfy most experimental design 

needs (Philip J. Ross, 1996, Otto.K.N., 1993).Taguchi     has   established     orthogonal    arrays    

to    a    large    number    of experimental  situations.     The  symbolic designation for these  

arrays  carries the key information on the size of the experiment.    For example, an orthogonal 

array of nine trials is represented as L9, an experimental design has the elements of number of 

trials and condition for each trial.  

 

1) The number of trials must be determined 

2) The condition for each trial must be specified 

 

In   this   work,   die   material,   die   preheating   temperature   and   squeeze pressure are 

the parameters to be studied and the objective is to maximize the mechanical   properties   by   

choosing   the   optimum   values   of   the   controllable parameters. Three parameters are 

identified and selected for experimentation.   Each of these parameters forms a factor and each 

factor is assigned  four levels.    The factors   considered   and   their  levels  are  listed  in  

Table 8.1.  The   standard orthogonal array for the present configuration is L16 array shown in 

Table 8.2.  

4. WORKING METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Experimental setup  

LM6  alloy  is  used  as  the  casting  material  and  H11  die steel,  Copper, Stainless Steel  and 

Cast Iron are as the die material. The inner surface of the mold   was   coated  with  graphite.  

For  the  application  of  pressure,  a 40   Ton Universal  Testing  Machine was  used.  The  

metal  mold was enveloped  in nonconductive material and a ceramic electrical heater of 450°c 

(max) was used to preheat   the   metallic   mold.   The   preheater  has  controller  and  

thermocouple arrangements.  From these arrangements the metallic mold temperature can be 

controlled accurately. The metallic mold was firmly fitted on the hydraulic table of the  UTM.  

A  punch  made  up of H11  Hot Die  steel was  fitted with the  middle crosshead of the UTM 

for the application of pressure during the solidification of liquid metal.  

The  metallic  mold  has  the  provision  for  inserting  thermocouples  both inside  and   

outside  the   mold   cavity.   Three  numbers  of  thermocouples  were inserted inside the mold 

cavity and four thermocouples were inserted outside the mold cavity. One end of the 

thermocouples is kept inside, and the other ends are connected with a Data Scanner. The data 

scanner has the provision to interface with a computer, thus the temperatures measured by the 

thermocouples during the solidification of the Aluminium inside the metallic mold at regular 

intervals are scanned by the data scanner and stored in the computer.  

A ceramic block is  placed on the top and  bottom of the mold cavity to prevent the axial 

heat transfer.  
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4.2. Die Assembly 

The rate of heat removal from the solidifying metal also depends on the medium through which 

the  heat is removed.  In green sand  molding since the entire  heat from  the  liquid  metal  has  

to  be  transferred  through  sand, which  is having  poor thermal  conductivity,   the  rate  of 

heat  removal  is  low,  thus  leads prolonged solidification this problem can be slightly over 

come when the mould is made  up  of  metals.   In  case  of  metallic  mold  also  the  rate  of  

heat  transfer depends on the thermal conductivity of the metal which is used as the mold   by 

considering   this   fact  we   have   selected   the  following   four  materials   as  die materials 

for our work  

• Die Steel 

• Copper 

• Cast Iron 

• Stainless Steel 

The    above   materials    have   been    selected    to   have   varying    thermal conductivity    

properties.     For    an    example    copper    is    having    good    thermal conductivity, 

stainless steel is a poor thermal conductivity material and cast iron and die steel are having 

moderate thermal conductivity properties. Instead of making the entire die using the above 

materials only sleeves were fabricated  using  above  materials  and  have  been  inserted  into  a  

die the sleeve forms the die cavity. The inner diameter of the sleeve equals the diameter of the 

casting made and the outer diameter of the sleeve has been finalized in such a way that the 

sleeve will have the enough provision to keep all the three thermocouples.  

 

 

S.No. Part Material Internal Diameter 
External 

Diameter 
Length 

Hole 

Diameter 

1 
HDS H11 

Die 

Steel 60mm 250mm 126mm  

Copper 60mm 90mm 126mm  

Stainless 

Steel 
60mm 90mm 126mm  

Cast Iron 60mm 90mm 126mm  

2 
HDS H11 

Punch 
 

26mm for a length 

of  30mm 

60mm for 

a length of 

85mm 

  

3 
HDS  H11 

Ejector 
 

50mm for a length 

of 25mm 

60mm for 

a length of 

35mm 

  

4 Base Plate Mild Steel  270mm 35mm 50mm 
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Figure 7 Die (Measurement Drawing)                   Figure 8 Punch (Measurement Drawing) 

 

 

        

Figure 9 Ejector                              Figure 10 Base Plate (Measurement Drawing) 
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Figure 11 Assembly Drawing of Experimental Setup 

4.3.  Experimental Process  

The various processes involved are:  

4.3.1.  Preheating of The Die, Runner  

The Preheating  of the die is done by using  band  heater fitted on the periphery of the  mold.  

The  die  is  not  preheated  more  than 400°C.   Due  to preheating of the die sudden cooling of 

the liquid metal is avoided and it also eliminates the air bubbles in the cavity. The preheating of 

the runner is done in Muffle Furnace. This preheating is done to avoid the loss of heat from the 

molten metal. The castings are made without preheating and preheating the die for different 

temperatures viz :150C, 250°C, 350°C.  

4.3.2.  Melting of Aluminium  

The Aluminium ingot used is LM6 (AI-13%Si).The ingot is cut into small pieces to facilitate 

the melting. The furnace used is Resistance type furnace with a lid at the top. It has a 

temperature controller to switch the furnace off when the desired temperature has reached. The 

metal is kept inside the furnace with the help of crucible, which is made of graphite. Pouring 

temperature is maintained at 750°C. To ensure the uniform pouring temperature a pyrometer is 

used to check the temperature of the molten metal before Pouring.  

4.3.3.  Placing of Thermocouples  

The thermocouples  are  positioned  as  per  the  drawing  in  the  Die  and Ejector. Three  

thermocouples  are  inserted  in  the  ejector.  One  at the  center, at l0 mm from the center and 

another at 20mm from the center. Similarly,  three thermocouples are inserted in the die, one at 

3mm from the mould wall others at 6 mm and 9mm respectively from the mould wall. The 

thermocouple tip is made up of Alumel-Chromel and the wire is made up of Teflon, which is 

capable of withstanding high temperatures. The ends of the thermocouples are connected to the 

data scanner. The Data scanner is a device, which is capable of reading and recording the data 

at a minimum interval of 0.125 sec. 
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4.3.4.  Pouring of Aluminium  

Aluminium is poured with the help of a specially designed ladle the ladle is designed for a 

volume of 0.5 kg, as the total weight of the casting for which    the Die is designed is 0.5 kg. 

The inner and outer surface of the ladle is coated with Die coat 140.  

4.3.5.  Application of Pressure  

The pressure is applied on the molten metal, immediately after the pouring with  the  help  of  

UTM  machine.  The  pressure  is  applied  hydraulically .The pressure varied between o-

147N/mm2.  

4.3.6. Ejection of The Casting  

After the solidification is completed the casting is ejected from the die  A draft angle of 1mm is 

given for easy removal of the casting.  

4.3.7. Observations  

The details of the 16 experiments were conducted as per L16  orthogonal array  are  listed  in  

Table 8.2.  The  castings  were  made  with  different  die Preheating temperature (Room 

temperature, 150°C, 250°C and 300°C), different squeeze pressure (53 N/mm2, 70.7 N/mm2, 

106.1 N/mm2 and 141.47 N/mm2) and different  die   materials (cast   iron,  die  steel,  copper  

and  stainless  steel). Experimental data and corresponding SN ratio are shown in Table 9.1.  

5. DATA EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 

5.1.  Signal to Noise Ratio  

Before describing signal to noise ratio two definitions are needed. 

Controllable Factors:  

These are the factors whose levels can be specified and controlled during me experiment and in 

the final design of the product or process.  

E.g., Sugar, Eggs, Milk  

Noise Factor:  

These are the factors which have influence on the product or process results, but generally are 

not maintained at specific levels during the production process or application period.  

E.g., Temperature distribution, Humidity  

The change in the quality characteristics of a product under investigation, in response to a 

factor introduced in the experimental design is the signal of the desired effect.  However, when 

an experiment is conducted, there are numerous.  

External factors not designed into the experiment that can influence the outcome. These 

external  factors  are  called  the  noise  factors  and  their effect on  the outcome of the quality 

characteristic under test is termed "The signal to noise-ratio (S/N Ratio) measures the 

sensitivity of the quality characteristic, which is being investigated in a controlled manner to 

those external-influencing factors (Noise factors)  not  under control (Richard H.McCuen, 1985,  

Joe D.Hoffman,1993).  Taguchi  effectively  applied  this  concept  to  establish  the  

optimum condition from the experiment. The foremost aim of any experiment is to determine 

the highest possible SiN ratio for the result.  A high value of S/N implies that the signal is much 

higher than the  random  effects  of  the  noise  factors. Product  design  or process operation 

consistent with  highest  S/N,  always yields  the optimum  quality with minimum variance.  
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5.2.  Procedure for Finding Sine Ratio  

From the experimental data, the signal to noise ratio is found out by using the following 

relation:  

𝑆𝑁𝐿𝑇𝐵 = −10 log  [1/𝑛 ∑ 1/𝑦1 

𝑛

𝑖=1

2 

In this study maximizing the mechanical properties viz., UTS, BHN and % of Elongation  is  

the  objective  function,  so  the  larger the  better SN  Ratio  is chosen. In case of solidification 

time the smaller the better SN Ratio is chosen. 

𝑆𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐵 = −10 log  [1/𝑛 ∑ 𝑦1 

𝑛

𝑖=1

2 

Where  SNLTB stands  for  the  larger the  better signal  to noise ratio and SNSTB stands for 

the smaller the better signal to noise ratio and y, individually measured  response  value 

(experimental  results)  and  “n” is  the  number  of measurements taken in one test run.  

5.3. Analysis of Variance  

The analysis  of variance  is a  tool for the quantitative evaluation of the influence of the 

Independent variables on the dependent variable. In a squeeze cast process,  three  factors  

affect  the  mechanical  properties  of the  squeeze casted parts and the relative magnitude of the 

factor effects could be judged from the table 9.3, which gives the average of each factor level. 

A better feel of the relative effect of the different factors can be obtained by the decomposition 

of variables, which is commonly called analysis of variance (ANOVA). ANOVA is also needed  

for  estimating  the  error variance, factor effects  variance  of the prediction error and 

percentage of contribution.  

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Castings made at different preheating temperatures and at different squeeze pressures are 

tested for its mechanical properties. The method  followed and the results obtained are 

discussed below. 

 

Figure 12 Test Point Locations 

In the above analysis of squeeze casting process, the factors which are suspected to affect 

the mechanical properties Viz, UTS, BHN, % of Elongation & Solidification Time are 
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presented.  From this analysis, we found the optimum level of Material (A), Squeeze Pressure 

(B) and Preheating Temperature (C) was Copper, 141.47 1 N/mm2 and  Room  Temperature 

(34°c) respectively. Optimum level of control factors variables is A2 B4 Cl (Copper, 141.47 

N/mm2 and Room Temperature) at which the maximum value of mechanical properties is 

Obtained. 

               

Figure 13 Variation of UTS with Squeeze                       Figure 14 Variation of Hardness with Squeeze 

pressure (H11 Die Steel)     pressure (H11 Die Steel) 

 

     

Figure 15 Variation of Solidification with             Figure 16 Variation of  Percentage  Elongation            

Squeeze pressure (H11 Die Steel)                        with Squeeze pressure (H11 Die Steel) 

 

(Similarly, the graphical representation of test results be conducted on various materials 

(i.e., Copper, Stainless Steel, Cast Iron) in consideration with the parameters such as UTS, 

Percentage Elongation, Hardness and Solidification in respect with Squeeze pressure) 

7. CONCLUSION 

The Main Conclusions that could be drawn from the present results to emphasize the role of 

applied pressure, die preheating temperature and the die material on the mechanical properties 

viz., UTS, BHN, % of elongation and solidification time are as follows. 

• When the squeeze pressure is increased the mechanical properties like ultimate tensile 

strength and hardness  values increases. 
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• For a particular squeeze pressure when the preheating temperature is increased the 

values of ultimate tensile strength, hardness and % of elongation value decreases. 

• Solidification time decreases as the pressure increases. This is true for all preheating 

temperatures. 

• For a particular pressure the solidification time decreases with increase in preheating 

temperatures. 

• For a particular pressure the solidification time decreases with increase in preheating 

temperatures. 

• Increased squeeze pressure results in fine grain structure in the form of thin cand closely 

spaced dendritic arm. 

• Since the copper is having thermal conductivity property compared to other die 

materials used, the interfacial thermal resistance is minimum hence the solidification 

time also less. 

• The process parameter optimization was done using Taguchi Technique and the 

followings are concluded. 

• In the above analysis, we found the optimum level of material (A). Squeeze Pressure (B) 

and Preheating Temperature (C) was copper. 141. 47 N/mm2 and Room Temperature 

(34⁰c) respectively. 

• Optimum Level of control factors variable are A2 B4 C1 (Copper, 141.47 N/mm2 and 

Room Temperature) at which the maximum value of mechanical properties are 

obtained. 
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